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Kakalios’s work on superheroes is probably 
the most successful. He admits to being a fan 
himself, the text is drenched with fan-friendly
references to the comics, and the physics, even
when Kakalios points out where the comics
got it wrong, is drawn out sympathetically and
with good humour.
Barry Parker’s study of James Bond’s stunts
and gadgets is thorough and clearly written,
but is something of a plod. You can read about
the physics of car chases, but if you’re hoping
for wild speculation on Bond’s invisible car 
(in the movie Die Another Day) you’ll be 
disappointed. Studded with a lecturer’s stor-
ies from the classroom, it also has a whiff of
chalk dust. 
Such is the current popularity of the tele-
vision series Doctor Whoin Britain that it’s no
surprise to see two new ‘science-of’ books on
the subject. Michael White’s tome has an ele-
gant title, based on a Tom Baker line from the
show itself: “Well, to be fair, I did have a couple

of gadgets he probably didn’t, like a teaspoon
and an open mind.” But there simply isn’t
enough about the Doctor: White’s elegantly
written but run-of-the-mill essays on time
travel and alien life contain only glancing ref-
erences at top and tail to the Time Lord. Paul
Parsons is the editor of the BBC’s Focusmaga-
zine, and his contribution is snappy, lively,
journalistic, has sound bites by various tame
boffins, and is drenched in Doctor Who. It 
is more imaginative too, with explorations of 
off-beat topics such as the science behind the
Doctor’s two hearts and his altruism.
The most interesting ‘science-of’ series is
probably that accompanying Terry Pratchett’s
Discworld books. Written by Jack Cohen and
Ian Stewart with Pratchett, the latest is The Sci-
ence of Discworld III: Darwin’s Watch(Ebury
Press, 2005), an exploration of darwinism.
These books are unique (to my knowledge) 
in that they contain contributions by the
author of the franchise itself. And the authors’
intention isn’t just to deliver more pop-science
books, but to develop ongoing scientific 
arguments (notably Cohen and Stewart’s
hypotheses on complexity and intelligence) in
a popular form. In that sense these books
reach back to an age in which scientists were
expected to express their arguments in a form
comprehensible to the layman; this is science
being done in public.
Not all franchises lend themselves to scien-
tific explorations —not that this deters the
attempt. Anyone tempted by The Science of
Harry Potter(Roger Highfield; Viking, 2002)?
But as a former secondary-school teacher, I
can testify to the usefulness of pop-culture
examples to snag the student imagination. Spi-
der-Man swinging on his web is a compelling
example of a simple pendulum.
Even if they don’t snare the fans directly, ‘sci-
ence-of’ books can serve as a useful resource
for teachers, and when well done can make a
valuable contribution to the public under-
standing and awareness of science. ■

Stephen Baxter’s latest science-fiction novel is
Transcendent(Gollancz, 2005).
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Stephen Baxter
Comic-book superheroes might seem an
unlikely starting point for a popular book on
physics. As James Kakalios relates, the ur-hero
Superman was born in 1938 as a Depression-
era revenge fantasy — the Man of Steel’s first
enemies were corrupt landlords and Washing-
ton lobbyists. And in the tough darwinian
world of pulp comics, the aim of story-telling
is to make you turn the page, not scientific
accuracy.
But as Kakalios points out, the exploits of a
superhero can illustrate scientific principles,
although you may need to make a ‘miracle
exception’. Once you accept that Superman’s
stablemate the Flash can somehow run at arbi-
trarily high speeds, then you can study the
consequences, such as traction, deceleration
forces and nutritional requirements. Indeed,
sometimes the comic-book writers explore the
science themselves. Kakalios quotes an adven-
ture in which the Flash, in order to save the 
citizens of a North Korean city from a nuclear
blast, runs at close to the speed of light and 
suffers relativistic effects: “As his body sloughs
off the screaming after-effects of near light
travel, eyes of almost infinite mass turn
towards the blaze engulfing Chongjin.” There
can be poetry in the physics.
The ‘science-of’ the latest popular franchise
has been a flourishing subset of the popular-
science genre since the success of Lawrence
Krauss’s The Physics of Star Trek(Basic Books,
1995). You can see the appeal for authors and
publishers. Fans can be seduced through their
curiosity about the infrastructure of their
favourite universe — could a machine really
travel through time? could a man really fly? —
into explorations of genuine science. There is
thus a benignly educational motive. And, of
course, you can sell an awful lot of books to 
all those fans.
But to get it right you have to focus on the
needs of the readership: a fan wants to read 
a book about the franchise, not a textbook. 
Of the new crop of such books reviewed here,
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Ivor Grattan-Guinness
The surprise of Kurt Gödel’s incompleteness
theorem of 1931 lay not so much in the incom-
pleteness itself, but that it was found in so 
simple a mathematical theory as first-order
arithmetic. It follows, then, that any richer
mathematical or logical theory, which is most
of them, is also incomplete. In addition, Gödel’s
method of proof, elaborating what became
known as recursive functions, was fruitful in

its own right. In particular, it helped in Alan
Turing’s creation in 1936 of computable num-
bers and his finding that it cannot be decided
in a finite number of steps whether or not a
computer can calculate some given number,
and whether or not any formula expressible in
this system is also a theorem of it.
Turing is Gregory Chaitin’s hero, to the
extent of being credited with the more general
result that it cannot be decided whether or not
a computer will complete a given task in some
finite number of steps. This extension of Tur-
ing’s conception, which creates the ‘halting
problem’, actually seems to be attributable to
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